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Figure 1: Deficit analysis visualization. a. DQD Deficit Matrix showing seven Data-Quality-Dimension for the required data
for the analysis task. b. Map Overview. c. Map View representing the total deficit for Bogotá. d. Deficit Bar Chart and e. Table
View showing additional information to support the analysis of the deficit task.

Abstract
Fast changing urban systems pose huge challenges for planners and governments. One major challenge is to
provide optimized facilities systems fulfilling all the basic citizen needs such as food, education, security, and
health. To provide these, the deficit of the complete system needs to be analyzed and quantified. An additional,
important problem is the quality of the underlying data influencing the analysis. Often, the data is, e.g., incomplete,
not accurate, or not reliable. The goal of this paper is to support the analysis of the deficit for the facilities system of
Bogotá by taking into account data quality issues. Our contributions are: the inclusion of data quality in the urban
planning process, the design of a novel visualization technique to represent data quality, the implementation of an
application to support the analysis of the facilities system, and a case study with experts assessing the usability
and usefulness of the application. As a conclusion, the experts find the application useful for the analysis tasks
and the inclusion of data quality features important and comprehensible.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—Urban
planning
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1. Introduction

Uncertainty visualization has been studied over the last 20
years. Several theoretical analyses have been performed
[MRH∗05, Pan01, GS11]. Moreover, a considerable number
of applications and visualizations have been developed by a
variety of researchers [CWRY06,CCP07,XWRH07,OM02,
PKRJ10,WYM12,WYM12,HMC∗13]. Although many sug-
gestions exist for defining uncertainty (e.g. Pang and Pham
et al. [Pan01, PSB09]), none is yet widely used. This situa-
tion has influenced research, such that the visualizations and
applications proposed are based on different definitions from
statistics [HMC∗13] and computer science [KPP12,SEG05].
In computer science, uncertainty is described by using met-
rics of quality called Data Quality Dimensions (DQD) pro-
posed [BS06]. Based on the definitions of Eppler [Epp01]
and Batini and Scannapieco [BS06], we define a data qual-
ity dimension as a measurement or a perception of the degree
of the data’s fitness in a particular context.

Instead of using the classical approach to try to clean
the data and to discard unreliable data in the preprocessing
stage, this work will deal with the possibly unreliable data
after the preprocessing step, representing and communicat-
ing the unavoidable errors to the users by using interactive
visualizations that include data quality features.

2. Urban Planning Background

Around the world there are cities that have high growth rates.
Consequently the requirements to keep a minimum quality
of life in this kind of cities is a challenge for governments
and urban planners. On the other hand, there are also cities
that are changing their characteristics continuously within
short periods of time. For this reason the urban planning
process for these cities is more complex than usual. We call
these cities Fast Growing Urban Systems and Fast Chang-
ing Urban Systems. They pose huge challenges for the urban
planners. The problems range from data gathering to the de-
cision making process, fast changes, and limited resources.
Currently, Fast Growing Urban Systems and Fast Chang-
ing Urban Systems are mainly situated in Latin America and
Asia but there are examples of them around the world.

Every city in the world requires a facilities system that
comprises all the public and private institutions called fa-
cilities.This paper takes as reference the facilities system of
Bogotá, which is subdivided into 12 sectors: food supply,
social welfare, cemetery, religious, culture, basic education,
higher education, fairgrounds, recreation and sports, health,
administrative services and security. In 2009, a study of the
facilities system of Bogotá was developed at Universidad de
los Andes [dlA09]. The study evaluated the deficit for every
UPZ (units of planning defined by the local authorities) in
the city, as well as the requirements to achieve the standards.
The study was developed using Geographical Information
Systems (GIS), and other specialized applications. However,

the generated visualizations were not interactive and they did
not consider the quality issues present in the input data sets.

Taking into account this study [dlA09], three analysis
tasks were extracted performing a survey and interviews
with experts involved in the study according to the method-
ology presented by Fernandez et al. [FPZH14]: (1) Identi-
fication and proposal of facilities clusters, (2) Analysis of
the deficit of facilities, and (3) Placement of new facili-
ties. The visualization and interaction proposed in this pa-
per are targeted to support the second analysis task: anal-
ysis of the deficit of facilities. The deficit analysis aims at
evaluating and identifying zones in the city that do not ad-
here to the recommended standards of facilities system in
Bogotá. From the 12 sectors, the experts selected 6 prior-
ity sectors: food supply, social welfare, culture, education,
recreation and sports, and health. Furthermore, the target
analysis task is subdivided into seven subtasks: ST1: How
is the total deficit distributed throughout the city? ST2: How
is the deficit by sectors distributed throughout the city? ST3:
How is the deficit by sectors distributed in one UPZ? ST4:
Which UPZ(s) has the highest deficit? ST5: Which UPZ(s)
has the lowest deficit? ST6: Which UPZ(s) has data quality
problems? ST7: How is the data quality in one UPZ?

3. Data Quality Dimensions

The inclusion of Data Quality Dimensions (DQD) in the
urban planning process helps the experts to make more
informed decisions. If there is a data quality issue, the
users should be informed about it. The DQD considered for
this study are: availability, accuracy, consistency, reliability,
volatility, currency, and timeliness. The first four were cho-
sen by their importance in the literature. The last three are
time oriented DQD selected because of the importance of
time for this kind of applications.

Availability is defined by the presence or absence of
data. Missing data is represented by "NULL" values. Ac-
curacy is the closeness between a value and its representa-
tion [BS06]. This dimension could be estimated by defin-
ing a domain D and verifying if the data d is in the do-
main.The consistency dimension captures the violation of
semantic rules defined over (a set of) data items [BS06]. Re-
liability indicates "whether the data can be counted on to
convey the right information; it can be viewed as correct-
ness of data" [BS06]. Furthermore, the reliability is closely
related to credibility. Consequently, this dimension will be
estimated subjectively by the experts. Volatility is the length
of time during which data remains valid [BS06]. For ex-
ample, a census made every 5 years has a volatility of 5
years. Currency represents how promptly data are updated.
The currency could be estimated by using: Currency= age+
(deliveryTime− inputTime), where age is how old the data
is and (deliveryTime− inputTime) is the time that the data
remains in the information system [BS06]. Timeliness ex-
presses how current data are for the task at hand. This di-
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mension is motivated by the fact that it is possible to have
current data that are actually useless because they are late
for a specific usage.

The codomain of availability, accuracy, and consistency
is binary {”0”,”1”}. The codomain of reliability and time-
liness is a normalized, continuous scale from zero to one
[0,1] ⊂ R. Finally, the codomain of volatility and currency
is a temporal scale R+.

4. Deficit Analysis Visualization

An interactive application was developed for supporting the
analysis of the deficit for the facilities system in Bogotá
(Section 2). It supports the subtasks ST1-ST7. The applica-
tion consists of 4 views: the Map View, the Map Overview,
the DQD-Deficit Matrix, and the Deficit Detail View.

Map View The map view shows a map representing Bogotá
and its political division into UPZ. This view supports the
subtasks ST1, ST2, ST4, ST5, and ST6. The six priority deficit
sectors (Section 2) are visually encoded by using color hue,
and the deficit value is categorized (four categories) and is
mapped to a saturation level. Seven colors from ColorBrewer
2.0 [Bre11] were selected: six for the priority deficit sectors
and one for the total deficit. The map is colored according
to the deficit sector chosen and the saturation is computed
for each UPZ. As a result, the Map View provides seven the-
matic visualizations, six for the priority sectors and one for
the total deficit.

The data quality is integrated into this view to support
the subtask ST6. If the data is complete, its representation
is used. If the data is incomplete, a white color is used
for filling the area and no other quality value can be com-
puted. Otherwise, a texture of yellow circles is used for rep-
resenting the other DQ issues. Texture density encodes the
index of data quality. This index is modeled using 3 cate-
gories according to the type and number of DQ problems:
category0: no DQ problem, category1: one DQ problem,
category2 more than one DQ problem. For category0 no tex-
ture is put, for category1 a low density texture is applied, and
for category2 a high density texture is applied (Figure 1c).
The texture is small and the color of the texture provides a
good contrast to the different deficit colors. Thus, the texture
fulfills the requirements that it does not interfere with the
color coding of the deficit variables.

Considering the work of Griethe and Schumann [GS05] to
DQD visualization, the following design alternatives could
be used: (1) free visual variables, (2) integrating additional
visual objects, (3) animation, (4) interactive representation,
or (5) addressing other human senses. Free visual variables
were selected, because this approach is well known and vali-
dated in the geographical visualization context. MacEachren
et al. [MRO∗12] propose the following visual attributes for
representing data quality issues: fuzziness, location, value,

texture, size, and transparency. Location and size are already
used for representing the geographical information in the
map. As color hue and saturation are used for representing
the data attributes, value (brightness) and transparency are
not used, because they would interfere with saturation. The
use of fuzziness affects the contours, which are important
in the geographical context. Finally, texture interferes least
with the other visual variables used, therefore was used here.

The Map View interactions are navigation and the selec-
tion of a UPZ. Map translation is invoked by left mouse
click, while zoom in and zoom out are invoked by mouse
wheel. In both cases, the map overview is changed show-
ing the visible part of the map using a black rectangle (Fig-
ure 1b). A UPZ is selected by left mouse double click and
then highlighted using a cyan border. Further, the DQD-
Deficit Matrix (Figure 1a) and the Deficit Detail View (Fig-
ure 1d) are updated using the data associated to the selected
UPZ.

Map Overview The Map Overview visualization (Fig-
ure 1b) offers a global visualization of the complete map.
The zoomed part of this map shown in the Map View visu-
alization is marked by a black rectangle. It supports partially
the subtasks ST1 and ST2. In this view two interaction oper-
ations are possible: selection and navigation.

DQD-Deficit Matrix The DQD-Deficit Matrix shows all
data quality dimensions independently from the geograph-
ical data supporting the subtask ST7 (Figure 1a). The DQD-
Deficit Matrix is represented using a heat map. The DQ of
each deficit and each DQD is mapped to the colors red, yel-
low, and green, with a meaning of bad, acceptable, and good
data quality, respectively. The DQD are mapped to the X-
axis, while the deficit sector and the seven deficit attributes
are mapped to the Y-axis. The order of the DQDs was se-
lected according to their importance. Further, the last three
DQD are time dependent and they are sorted according to
the logical order of estimating them, such as timeliness is
calculated as function of volatility and currency. In the cur-
rent application of this tool, no categorization for volatility is
given. As a consequence, volatility is represented by a gray
square with the volatility value shown inside. Additionally,
the labels of the six priority deficit sectors are surrounded
by colored rectangle to ease the relation between the views
during the analysis.

Heat maps were chosen, because they are widely scalable
[WF09]. They can visualize matrices describing the relation
between two different attributes (Figure 1a). Moreover, ad-
ditional rows and columns (DQD and deficits) can be added
until pixel size is reached. Furthermore, the standard color
coding used is intuitive and easy to understand by the users.
The thresholds needed for this encoding are provided by the
users–experts from the application domain.

Moving the mouse over a square in the DQD-Deficit Ma-
trix: (1) highlights the square using a cyan border (Fig-
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ure 1a), (2) shows deficit and DQ information of the respec-
tive row and column of the square (Figure 1a), and (3) high-
lights the associated bar (Figure 1d) and the associated ta-
ble row (Figure 1e) of the Deficit Detail View using cyan
borders. Selecting a deficit by left mouse click on its label
changes the thematic map displayed in the Map View to the
one of the selected deficit.

Deficit Detail View The deficit detail view contains a bar
chart (Figures 1d) and a table (Figure 1e) and supports the
subtask ST3. In the deficit bar chart, the six priority sectors
are represented by six bars and they are mapped to color hue.
Additionally, each bar has the name of the sector (below the
bar) and the value of the attribute (above the bar) attached.
The table visualization uses the same color encoding in order
to ease the analysis process. Moreover, this table shows ad-
ditional attributes such as the population and the total deficit
for each UPZ.

Mouse over a bar in this view highlights the deficit bar,
the associated row in the DQD-Deficit Matrix, and the as-
sociated table row using cyan borders. Selecting a deficit by
left mouse click on its bar changes the thematic map dis-
played in the map view to the one of the selected deficit.

5. Case Study

A case study was performed to assess the usefulness, us-
ability, and effectiveness of the proposed visualizations and
interactions. Therefore, it was evaluated, if the inclusion of
data quality is beneficial without making the analysis task
more difficult. The case selected represents the subtasks in-
troduced in Section 2. Subtasks ST1 and ST2 were omitted as
they are too general. The participants selected should have
experience in working on projects related to the one de-
scribed in Section 3, know about the current situation in Bo-
gotá, and be familiar with GIS and similar applications.

The protocol of the study consists of three stages. First, an
introduction to the test, a consent form, and a tutorial were
given to each participant. The second stage comprised the as-
sessment of three activities. Activity A1 (related to ST4 and
ST5) asked to identify the most and the least critical UPZ
according to the total deficit and the six priority sectors. In
Activity A2 (related to ST3) the participants had to select a
random UPZ and identify the most and the least critical sec-
tor. Finally, in Activity A3 (related to ST6 and ST7), the par-
ticipants had to identify 4 UPZs according to the 4 DQ cate-
gories (Section 4) and quantify the number of errors of every
DQ category (red squares in the DQD-Matrix). Finally, the
third stage was a survey consisting of eight questions to get
additional feedback. Six questions examined the usefulness
and the usability of the application using a 5-Point Likert-
Scale with an additional answer "I do not know". One ques-
tion asked, which applications are used by the participants
for this type of analysis, and one question asked about how
often these are used.

Five expert participants, three women and two men, par-
ticipated in the study. All participants have experience in the
urban planning process and they have knowledge about the
facilities system and the current situation in Bogotá. Four
of them have more than two years of experience, and they
obtained the experience by working on projects and doing
research. Additionally, all participants are familiar with GIS.

The results of Activity A1 show that it is easy to find the
UPZ with the highest deficit due to the selected colorscale;
however, it is hard to identify the UPZ with the lowest deficit
because of several low values and similar colors in the col-
orscale. For Activity A2, the bar chart facilitates the compar-
ison of the deficits by sectors probably also due to having
numbers over the bars. Finally, from the results for Activity
A3 it is possible to conclude that the four categories of DQ
are distinguishable in the MapView. From the survey it was
found that the layout is helpful and that using texture to map
the DQ is effective and that it is easy to perceive the DQ in
the MapView. In the DQD-Matrix the three categories are
distinguishable, however a legend would be beneficial. Ad-
ditionally, the participants consider that DQ features are im-
portant, complement the analysis, and they are ready to use
them. Besides, the participants consider that the DQ analysis
does not make the analysis more difficult and the evaluated
application makes the analysis tasks easier to perform.

6. Conclusions

We presented an application that supports the specific task
to analyze the facilities system for Bogotá. Linked views
of specific visualizations eased the analysis process. Data
quality dimensions were introduced warning the users of
data problems. The DQD-Deficit Matrix, a novel visualiza-
tion technique to represent data quality dimensions was pro-
posed. It supports the analysis of data quality issues and is
widely scalable to more than 100 attributes and 10 DQD.
Moreover it is applicable to other domains. Additionally, a
set of criteria was established in order to include data qual-
ity features into geographical maps. The application makes
the analysis tasks easier. The DQ features are important and
they do not make the analysis more difficult. The users are
ready to include DQ features in their analysis.
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